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The position and the effect of the church in the spirit realm 

Taught on Saturday 25 June by Apostle Carel Marais at HRC Pretoria’s first Apostolic Gathering 

It is not about size, growth, service format; it is the position and the effect of the church in the 

spirit realm that matters most. Apostel Andre Pelser 

Scripture Reference: Ephesians 4: 10-16 

Introduction:  We live in one of the most exciting times in history. The church globally is 

experiencing one of the most significant reformations of its time on the earth. The revelation of 

Christ in the earth through His accurate church has never been so glorious and wonderful.  

1. Church with an Identity Crisis 

Reformation is happening because of an identity crisis within the church. For years what has 

happened in the church, is that we have been taught by successful business people and psychologist 

on ‘how to do church’ and in the process allowed ourselves to become spiritually week. The 

worldview of the church had become secular humanistic. Secular meaning: ‘un-spiritual’ and 

humanistic meaning: ‘centered around man’ and not God.  

Let’s look at some of the pitfalls created by a secular humanistic church:  

1) Glorification of Leadership and Individual gifting 

Focus shifted to size; growth and service format while leadership and individual gifting has been 

glorified. Pastors and leaders were trained to be bright and successful CEO’s and brand managers. 

Outwardly impressive charismatic personalities took centre stage in the race for the most popular 

superstar positions. Of course each one of these superstars had to have their own claim to fame. 

Different personal revelations became focal points from where these empires were built. Some were 

built on grace; on faith; on prosperity and a terrible fight to be ‘top dog’ has ensued ever since and 

has left many a called and well meaning believer shipwrecked in its wake. The fruit of these 

inaccuracies we find in many manmade moves centered on the awe and dare I say; the worship of 

the superstar men of God. 

2) Church became big business 

We were taught to view church as a business and money became one of the determining factors in 

the success of this new business venture.  More money meant more people and that says somehow 

that we were successful.  

Many ministries have fallen into this performance trap and are struggling to find command ground 

with the never ending pressure to perform and produce on the one hand and the genuine call of God 

on the other hand. Many suffer burn out and stress related illnesses connected to a sense of failure 

when they are not able to get the money and the crowds and the fame.     

Church nowadays is sold to its customers in a never ending effort to commercialize and market the 

experience of it. Things like beautiful structures and professional worship services are sold as a 
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commodity to grow personal empires. Prophecy has become nothing more that fortune telling, 

promising riches and materialistic gain that the masses run after in their never ending search for self 

gratification.  

3) Sermons became self improvement talks 

Many a Sunday sermon has become nothing more than a motivational talk causing the church to fall 

into an ever deepening spiritual famine. Self had become the centre of theology with preachers 

continuously preaching on self improvement techniques while the Bible clearly teaches us to die to 

self.  

Galatians 2:20 (NKJV) 20 I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in 
me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave 

Himself for me. 
 

These inaccuracies; though meant for the good of the church, have most assuredly contaminated 

the spirituality of church. 

2. Time for Reformation 

In the midst of all this there came a cry for change. In the 1990’s to around 2001 the Lord began to 

restore apostolic ministry to the church through a global reformation. It initiated a time of great 

upheaval and tremendous change, and yet many churches are still left unaffected by it because 

leaders are either ignorant of this move of the Spirit or they resist it.  All around the globe there is a 

progressive move of the Spirit bringing re-alignment and accuracy to His church.  

In Hebrews 9 we read that the old ordinances in the tabernacle of Moses were necessary only up the 

appointed time of reformation.  

Hebrews 9: 6-10 6 Now when these things had been thus prepared, the priests always went into the 

first part of the tabernacle, performing the services. 7 But into the second part the high priest went 

alone once a year, not without blood, which he offered for himself and for the people’s sins 

committed in ignorance; 8 the Holy Spirit indicating this, that the way into the Holiest of All was not 

yet made manifest while the first tabernacle was still standing. 9 It was symbolic for the present time 

in which both gifts and sacrifices are offered which cannot make him who performed the service 

perfect in regard to the conscience— 10 concerned only with foods and drinks, various washings, and 

fleshly ordinances imposed until the time of reformation.  

1) Jesus the great reformer 

These verses refer firstly to the time of the unveiling of Christ in the earth. As Jesus came; ministered 

and died on the cross to rise again after three days a reformation of sorts took place in both 

theology and practical application among the spiritual leaders of the day.  

We see from this time that reformation is a dramatic and all inclusive change. Prophets today 

describe such events as similar to when tectonic plates shift in the crust of the earth causing massive 
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earth quakes and numerous aftershocks. In a time of reform things shift and change in the spiritual 

landscape forever. 

Subsequently we read from the account of history of many such shifts in the spirit that brought 

reformation to the church as the church time and time again fell into inaccuracies. The most notable 

could be the protestant reformation, (Latin: reformatio), which was a schism from the Roman 

Catholic Church initiated by Martin Luther and continued by other early protestant reformers in 

16th-century Europe.    

Reform is to re-align; to make straight or to make accurate. When one breaks a bone and does not 

get immediate medical attention it might start to grow back but all skew and un-aligned. When the 

church falls into inaccuracy it is like a bone that has grown skew and un-aligned. 

The doctors then have to break it again in order to re-align it correctly. This is what Jesus the 

ultimate reformer has done through the ages and is doing in the earth today. Many things are busy 

being reformed back into accuracy. This causes pain at first but after the initial trauma God causes 

supernatural healing; re-alignment and growth. 

 

In Hebrews 9 we see how that Jesus; the great church reformer came to thoroughly right things to 

God’s intent by removing and taking away what was faulty, not in itself, but by man’s abuse of it. He 

did it then and is doing it again today.  

2) Call old things obsolete 

Secondly we find that the way into the Holiest of all will not yet be made manifest while the first 

tabernacle is still standing. Reformation happens to us as we call old things obsolete. Right now 

many have this awareness of change in the spiritual environment surrounding them but because 

they do not recognize it as an appointed time of reformation, confusion grips their hearts.  

Important to note is that the spiritual landscape has changed. You cannot drink from the same wells 

anymore because they are no longer there. The flows of the rivers have changed and new 

technologies have come. You cannot get the same results using old mindsets and old technologies.      

3) A new way has been opened up  

Many churches have an identity crisis. They want to be spiritual yet the draw of outward 

impressiveness; fame and stardom draws them away.  

The systems created by previous inaccuracies cannot accommodate this move of the spirit. As God is 

restoring the fivefold to his church we find no more room for superstars; CEO’s and brand managers. 

Ambitious and self promoting ministries are slowly but surely burning out on their own effort and 

pyramid structures are making way for orbital functions.  

Church growth therefore no longer can rely on pyramid schemes or multi-level selling systems stolen 

from the secular business world.  We have learnt that growth is a natural phenomenon when people 

are fully equipped to do the work of the ministry.  
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God is reforming not only the way we do things; but more importantly the way we think. 

Performance; popularity and fame do not fit into what God is doing at the moment. One cannot 

have both. It’s either a Spiritual church or no church at all. Old ways have been made redundant and 

cannot contain what God is doing right now.  

In order to step into this reformed identity the old has to be called obsolete. The way into the 

Holiest of all will not yet be made manifest while the first tabernacle is still standing. God is currently 

and sometimes violently breaking down old tabernacles.  

3. The fivefold  

 

When Jesus ascended on high He gave gifts unto men: apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and 

teachers, to perfect the saints and to equip them for the work of the ministry until they come into 

the unity of faith, to maturity, no longer tossed to and fro by every wind of doctrine, until the full 

measure of the stature of Christ can be seen, every member of the church functioning as they should 

and causing the growth of the church (Ephesians 4:10-16). 

 

God's purpose in releasing the fivefold gift’s or the fivefold dimensions of Christ's anointing into the 

church; is for His people to be prepared for works of service and to cause the growth of the church. 

The whole emphasis of God is to transfer the anointing that He pours out on us individually; back to 

the body corporately.  

 

It is a strong church not a strong individual leader or ministry that’ll get the job done in the last days. 

The focus has shifted from the individual to the corporate. In many ways one can say that this move 

of Gods Spirit is a faceless move.  

 

1) Apostles  

There were only 12 apostles of the Lamb that walked with Jesus and one of them was a devil. All of 

them died a martyr’s death for the sake of Christ and the Gospel. Then there was James and Paul 

and 26 other apostles enumerated in The New Testament.  

If there are still pastors today, there should still be apostles. But we still find religious spirits resisting 

the reality of modern day apostles. Many proclaim to believe in the fivefold, but as of yet do not 

have apostles among them.  

Apostles have a different toolkit than the other five-fold ministers. A prophet prophesies, and 

evangelist evangelizes, a teacher teaches and a pastor shepherds the flock, but an apostle cannot 

apostelize! So what does an apostle do? 

 An apostle is a sent one with a specific message backed by the one that sent him.   

 An apostle is given the keys of the Kingdom of God to unlock the mysteries of God and 

present it to the people in a practical way.  

 An apostle brings the heart of the father back to the church.  
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 An apostle brings spiritual order to a church. An apostle brings governmental authority to a 

church. An apostle keeps the other four ministry gifts in check just like the thumb makes a 

fist with the other four fingers. Without the thumb you cannot even make a fist. That is why 

the church without apostles cannot deliver a knock-out punch to the enemy!  

 An apostle brings breakthrough anointing to a church, to a city, to a nation. The decrees 

made by an apostle, open new dimensions in nations. Changes come where apostles are 

received. 

When you receive a prophet in the name of a prophet, you receive a prophet’s reward. What is a 

prophet’s reward? It is a prophecy. What is a teacher’s reward? A teaching! What is a shepherd’s 

reward? Shepherding of course! And when an apostle is received in the name of an apostle, in other 

words, when you recognize the apostle as an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ, you receive all the 

above mentioned benefits that an apostle can bring! 

A church cannot develop to its full potential without apostles and prophets. Most churches only 

have pastors and teachers and once in a while they invite an evangelist to preach to win souls. The 

lives of Christians in such churches will be impoverished and they will never come to maturity. 

God wants to restore the apostolic ministry to the church so that the full measure of Christ can be 

seen in every church. It is all about the corporate empowerment of the body. 

Apostle is neither a title nor a position. It is a function as is all of the fivefold ministry gifts. It does 

not make you great or more important that anyone else; in fact Paul describes apostles as the off-

scouring of the world (sewage in our terms).  No one applies to become sewage! Paul tells us the 

greatest trademark of an apostle is not his giftedness or his ability but his humility. He comes to 

serve, not to be served. 

To be able to step into the current move of the Spirit one have to accept the restoration of modern 

day apostles to His church. This move is called the apostolic reformation.   

4. An apostolic type church 

To be an apostolic type church means to be pioneering truth. That means you will utter things that 

have not been uttered before and yet it is still God.  It means going into realms of understanding 

that others have not achieved.   

An Apostolic people are locked into fulfilling the Word of God and the love of people and things 

don’t stop them.  Nothing defers us from doing the will of God. 

 We have a different value system: the outward impressive things people count dearly, we 

say are rubbish.  The configuration of this type of church has great authority in the Spirit 

although they might be small in size and outward impressiveness. 

 We measure things through a different timetable. We look through the lenses of an eternal 

church perspective. We operate from rest and refuse to fall into stress and impatience.  
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 An apostolic people carry a different relationship with God. This is somebody that is more 

aware of the spiritual than what they are about the natural.  They live in the spirit and pierce 

the natural. This is an adult relationship.  

 An apostolic people do not still fight to win God’s approval because they already operate 

from Gods “well done”!  This relationship is called the mature relationship, that of Son-ship. 

You are a son in theory, but you cannot inherit the promises until you are of age in the Spirit. 

 An apostolic people are totally concerned with completing the mission and not with our own 

personal gain.  We are locked into finishing that which we have started. We are not 

interested in religious politics. We want to get the job done of building ‘His church His way’. 

 An apostolic people have a strong mindset concerning suffering but yet are full of joy. We 

have a certain appetite for suffering. We face death with joy. We have joy because of the 

conviction that God will never let us down.  Joy is a force that controls every circumstance in 

our lives.  Joy transcends happiness and sadness.  People who operate in joy do not have ups 

and downs; they are the same every day. They live constant and consistent lives. 

 An apostolic people know how to live by faith. Faith is not something we have and then 

loose. It is a lifestyle. Faith is a dimension of spiritual living. Money is to be understood in a 

spiritual light and we experience a flow of it as we learn to live in obedience to his call.  

 Apostolic ministries understand the call of God on their lives. Ministry is not a vocation that 

causes us to be entitled to a salary. We are called by God and sent by Him to do His will and 

good pleasure.  We are wholly reliant on him.      

It sounds like we are talking about supermen and woman, but that is what God is asking of us 

church.  He is redefining humanity.  Church has thus become a quality of existence, not a meeting on 

Sunday. 

5. A new spiritual standard for the church 

1) Divine influencers 

As an apostolic type people we have been called to be divine influencers. We are conducting His 

policies and affairs, regulating His procedures and issuing commands in the spiritual realm. Through 

our existence we curb violence, anarchy and abuse and we control and hold sway over disorderly 

elements in the spiritual realm.   

From us there emanates a divine influence over an area. We determine the course of events in our 

jurisdiction as we representing the King of kings. Our lives rise up a standard for love, truth, and 

praise.  Through accurate living we establish godly principles in business and entertainment, 

relationships and motives.  Being dependent on God causes us to become dependable, acting, 

responding and functioning as God's governmental people in the earth.  

2) Prayer technologies 
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As we enter the uncharted territory of new dimensions in the Spirit we need to step up and upgrade 

our prayer technology and communications, to be effective and fervent in our faith.  In prayer we 

manage our times and we impact the future.   

We pray in a different spirit. God requires from us a pioneering spirit as we learn to operate in 

enterprising ways. We have a progressive finishing mentality in our prayer life. We pray ‘from’ a 

position of done and no longer pray 'for’:  

 Not for revival but from a fact accomplished. We have been revived. 

 Not for healing but from a fact accomplished. We have been made well. 

 Not for deliverance but from a fact accomplished. We are free.  

We move by the Spirit where the Devil's radar screen does not pick us up. It is not what we do or 

want to do that motivates us to pray - It is who we are!  We govern affairs with our God through 

prayer.  We shape the things to come.  

3) Uncertain times  

The apostolic stirs your spirit. It is a new thing in the earth and therefore we experience much 

opposition due to lack of initial response and no or few physical evidence of the move. We are 

negotiating this new thing as we go along and as the spiritscapes keep changing.   

New things create uncertainty so we find many churches struggling with their identity. We have to 

remain confident as we negotiate the finish and separate ourselves from the uncertainty in the 

church world as well as the bondage of tradition.  

We live in a different spirit; keeping abreast of facts. There is no sound of grief within, but victory.  

While everything seems to be falling apart around us it is a great opportunity for the church. This is 

that time that we've been living for.  

4) We give stature to Christ in our midst  

Remember that the apostolic grace is given for the perfecting of the saints: ministering gifts are 

given to mature the saints. It says in Ephesians 4:7-11 that we receive a measure according to the 

gifts, which are now no longer in Jesus, but in these fivefold ministry gifts. Therefore we are exposed 

to these ministries in order to gain the measure of the stature of the man - Christ Jesus.    

In other words, we will once again have the fullness of the measure of the Spirit in earth according 

to the gifts we are exposed to. God's emphasis is then no longer on the man that carries the gift, but 

on the amount of grace he is able to transfer.  

The only reason for ministries to exist is to transfer His dimension of grace back to His Body, so that 

that which was in one body nl. Christ Jesus could then later be in the many-membered body – the 

church, and again have His corporate anointing on earth.  That is what we call the manifestation of 

the Sons. 
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5. The corporate identity of the church 

1) We are reformers 

We are a generation called to be reformers. We are a reforming generation. We are here because 

God has marked us. We are here because we want to be difference makers. There is something in 

our DNA that cannot accept the status-quo. We will never fit into the box marked as normal. Deep in 

our hearts we know that we have been called to change things. We love God but hate religion.  

We have radical attitudes and actions towards money, integrity, relationships, righteousness and 

serving. The attitudes, actions, direction and management of everything reflect biblical principles 

rather than church traditions.  

Integrity is demonstrated in a company of people who mean what they say and say what they mean; 

we are what we appear to be. We submit to correction; reprove and rebuke receiving the word with 

meekness and joy.   

Relationships are based on practical love expressed in caring, sharing and giving. Church has become 

a place where the truth can indeed be spoken in love.  

We are a company of history changers who actually declare the mind and purpose of God on the 

earth. We connect the earth to the purpose of God by confronting the spirit realm. A primary quality 

of apostolic grace is to significantly change mindsets and fixed attitudes. Christ should be formed in 

the lives of the people we minister to. 

The apostolic church is not ashamed of who they are. We are not fighting a rear guard action or 

struggling to maintain, but are part of the triumphant, victorious, accurate, strong, eternal church of 

Jesus Christ that is preparing for the final thrust before His coming. 

We are that generation! Be therefore courageous and fearless church and let’s finish what He has 

started in us and in this age we live in.  

6. What is your spiritual identity?  

Can you notice that we’re not talking about things like soup kitchens or how involved you are in your 

community; how big your building is or how much money you generate? What matters most is the 

position you occupy in the Spiritual realm in your community. Now I am not saying that we should 

not have a physical footprint in our communities; but what matters most will be the spiritual 

footprint you make. Size and fame does not determine the effect you have in the Spirit.  

Through prophecy many years ago the Lord showed us that we will be like an air traffic control 

tower; regulating the spiritual traffic in and around our city. This has had a profound influence on 

the way we do church. There is purpose in our corporate gatherings. We come to accomplish much 

in the Spirit. No Sunday service can be exactly the same. A shift has taken place from where people 

used to come to church to get their individual needs met to people congregating together today, to 

be equipped to do the work of ministry.  
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Worship has become powerful and much more than just another song we sing. Worship is no longer 

a performance but a prophetic exploration. We are moving into new spritscapes and pioneering and 

opening up Spiritual wells for others to drink from. From this perspective we experience and 

encounter wonderful things but it came at a cost. We all had to die to the allure of the stage. As 

soon as self and performance walks onto the platform the depths of this kind of worship evaporate.   

We are not psychologist or corporate CEO’s. We are not superstars and of those who chase after 

fame and popularity. As a matter of fact we should consciously fight not to become famous. We 

show people to Christ and do not draw people to our own giftedness.  

Ministry is not a vocation; title or position. It is a spiritual call.  It is not our words that mature 

people, but that which our words carry; which is called the “Christos-anointing”, and that only comes 

if you are called.  You must identify the gift of Christ in you to be able to draw from it spiritually.  

What is the truth that you came to breakthrough with?  There must be something that God has 

given you if you have a real call.  

Eph 4:7 says we all carry a measure according to the gift of Christ. The gift of Christ was delegated to 

five ministries when He ascended.  He gave His gift to men.  So the fullness of the measure of Christ 

split up or divided into five allotments; called the apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor and teacher. 

If you can see yourself in the Spirit you will accomplish much more. You can walk with confidence in 

the call that God has placed upon your life. You will be able to suffer much more for His name sake 

and you will be able to live with much more contentment.  

If you see others for whom they are in the Spirit you’ll be able to treat them with much more honor 

and respect. We are interdependent upon each other. We need to draw from the gift of Christ 

within and in one another otherwise we will suffer burn out. 

Conclusion: Competitiveness flows from the wrong system and mindset. In this world we learn to 

compete for position and fame. We rarely trust anyone anymore because somewhere someone will 

step on me to his personal gain and my personal loss. I believe this can change as we start to see 

each other in the Spirit.  

Today I decree that apostles; prophets and evangelists; pastors and teachers will rise and be 

established in his church; the true church, the church of the first born registered in heavens. As this 

move of Gods Spirit is gaining momentum all across the earth I declare that the Spiritual identity of 

the true church will be made manifest in every nation everywhere. 

 

    It is not about size, growth, service format; it is the position and the effect of the church in the 

spirit realm that matters most. Apostel Andre Pelser 

            

 

 


